Earth and All Kin

1. Earth and all kin!
2. Plankton and krill,
3. Microbes in soil;
4. Lizards and frogs,
5. Lambs in spring;
   Sing to the Lord a new song!

   Loud clapping sea waves!
   Colorful coral,
   Earthworms and beetles;
   Reptiles of all scale;
   Puppies and kittens.

Wind through the trees,
Sea weed and sponge,
Spiders and bees;
Eagle and wren;
Horse and giraffe;
   Sing to the Lord a new song!

Mountains and green fields;
Sea horse and blue whale;
Ants and all in sects;
Ostrich and penguin;
God fashioned humans.

Earth contains marvelous things!

I, too, will praise God with a new song!
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